CLP Launches English Version of its Popular Liberal Studies e-Learning Portal

CLP Power Hong Kong Limited (CLP Power) is committed to promoting environmental protection through a variety of channels including public education. The company launched the Liberal Studies e-Learning portal LS-energy.hk (www.ls-energy.hk) in 2011 and has been updating the content regularly to reflect changing technology. The portal has attracted more than 330,000 page views since its launch.

In response to requests from schools and students who need to learn Liberal Studies subjects in English, CLP Power has launched an English-language version of LS-energy.hk, providing useful reference material for both local and international schools as well as for the general public.

LS-energy.hk is Hong Kong’s first one-stop e-Learning portal uniquely designed to support the Energy Technology and the Environment module of the Liberal Studies Independent Enquiry Studies curriculum for senior secondary students. It offers comprehensive information with activities and discussions regarding knowledge on energy technology and the environment.

CLP Power draws on its expertise and professional network to regularly update LS-energy.hk with the latest developments in the sector. Like its Chinese-language sister site, the newly-launched English portal contains six chapters: Energy, Energy Sources and Electricity, Energy Sources and their Classification, Electricity Supply in Hong Kong, the Current Trend of Energy Sources, Energy Technology and the Environment, and Energy Efficiency Technology and its Development.

The portal uses graphics and animation to engage students and includes entertaining activities and thought-provoking discussion topics in each chapter to inspire students to explore energy technology issues in greater depth.

About CLP Power Hong Kong Limited
CLP Power Hong Kong Limited ("CLP Power") is the Hong Kong utility subsidiary wholly owned by CLP Holdings Limited, a company listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange and one of the largest investor-owned power businesses in Asia. CLP Power operates a vertically integrated electricity supply business in Hong Kong, and provides a highly reliable supply of electricity and excellent customer services to 6 million people in its supply area.
CLP Power launches an English version of its popular Liberal Studies e-Learning portal **LS-energy.hk**, which offers a rich source of information as well as engaging activities and thought-provoking discussion topics.
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